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SUMMARY

The lipid nanoparticle (LNP)-encapsulated, nucleoside-modified mRNA platform has been used to generate
safe and effective vaccines in record time against COVID-19. Here, we review the current understanding of
the manner whereby mRNA vaccines induce innate immune activation and how this contributes to protective
immunity. We discuss innate immune sensing of mRNA vaccines at the cellular and intracellular levels and
consider the contribution of both the mRNA and the LNP components to their immunogenicity. A key mes-
sage that is emerging from recent observations is that the LNP carrier acts as a powerful adjuvant for this
novel vaccine platform. In this context, we highlight important gaps in understanding and discuss how
new insight into the mechanisms underlying the effectiveness of mRNA-LNP vaccines may enable tailoring
mRNA and carrier molecules to develop vaccines with greater effectiveness and milder adverse events in
the future.
INTRODUCTION

The nucleoside-modified mRNA vaccines against coronavirus

disease 2019 (COVID-19), i.e., BNT162b2 (Comirnaty) from

Pfizer/BioNTech and mRNA-1273 (Spikevax) from Moderna,

are the first mRNA products to receive approval from the

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) or the European Medi-

cines Agency (EMA). The two key components of these vac-

cines are (1) nucleoside-modified mRNA (Karikó et al., 2005),

which encodes the antigenic protein of interest (in this case,

the spike protein of severe acute respiratory syndrome corona-

virus 2 [SARS-CoV-2]), and (2) lipid nanoparticles containing

ionizable lipids (iLNPs), which enable efficient delivery of intact

mRNA to the cytoplasm of cells that can then translate the en-

coded protein (Cullis and Hope, 2017). These nucleoside-modi-

fied mRNA-iLNP vaccines are highly effective in inducing spike-

specific adaptive immune responses in humans, most notably

neutralizing antibodies for protective immunity against SARS-

CoV-2 infection (Baden et al., 2021; Gilbert et al., 2022; Polack

et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2022) as well as T cell responses that

promote humoral immunity and may contribute to preventing

severe COVID-19 (Bertoletti et al., 2022; Kedzierska and

Thomas, 2022; Sette and Crotty, 2021; Wherry and Barouch,

2022). However, little is known about which aspects of innate

immunity are critical to drive protective immune responses

and which are dispensable. Also lacking is a detailed mecha-

nistic understanding of how innate immune pathways modulate

adaptive immunity in mRNA vaccine responses. In this review,

we focus on the innate immune stimulation by mRNA-iLNP vac-

cines, discuss recent insights gained from descriptive and hy-
pothesis-driven studies on the dynamics and activation of

innate immune cells, and explore the possible molecular mech-

anisms that contribute to the immunogenicity and reactogenic-

ity of this novel vaccine platform.

OVERVIEWOF THENUCLEOSIDE-MODIFIEDmRNAAND
iLNP TECHNOLOGIES

Safe and effective vaccines must stimulate the innate immune

system at an appropriate level such that they achieve a balance

between immunogenicity and reactogenicity; that is, they pro-

vide the signals needed to prime and maintain adaptive immune

responses while avoiding excessive local or systemic inflamma-

tion. Historically, one of the key obstacles to using synthetic

mRNA as a vaccine (or therapeutic) modality has been its highly

inflammatory nature, owing to the recognition of mRNA mole-

cules by numerous innate sensors in multiple subcellular com-

partments (Alameh and Weissman, 2022). While RNA sensing

serves a vital role in bridging innate and adaptive immune

responses to viral infections, it can also impede the therapeutic

potential of mRNA vaccines by suppressing the synthesis of

the encoded antigen and by causing dose-limiting adverse

reactions (Verbeke et al., 2019).

Decades of basic research were needed to understand how

to circumvent the problems posed by innate immune recogni-

tion of mRNA. A major breakthrough came via the studies of

Karikó, Weissman, and colleagues in the 2000s, who discov-

ered that the presence of certain modified vs. unmodified ribo-

nucleosides works as a molecular mechanism by which cellular

RNA sensors discriminate self-RNA from foreign RNA (Karikó
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et al., 2005). In particular, replacement of uridine with naturally

occurring derivatives of uridine (e.g., pseudouridine [J] and its

derivatives) allows mRNA to escape or mitigate detection by

most innate immune sensors, resulting in reduced inflammation

and greatly improved translation (Anderson et al., 2010, 2011;

Karikó et al., 2008). This discovery was fundamental to the suc-

cess of the two approved COVID-19 mRNA vaccines in which

all uridines are replaced with N1-methylpseudouridine (m1J).

Another major hurdle in mRNA vaccine development was the

inefficient cytosolic delivery of mRNA in vivo. This was overcome

in the 2010s using the iLNP technology for mRNA vaccine deliv-

ery (Bahl et al., 2017; Geall et al., 2012; Lutz et al., 2017; Pardi

et al., 2017; Richner et al., 2017). These iLNPs generally

comprise four components: a cationic ‘‘ionizable’’ aminolipid

with a pKa of approximately 6.0 to 6.8, a polyethylene glycol

(PEG)-conjugated lipid to improve colloidal stability, cholesterol,

and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (Ansell and

Du, 2017; Cullis and Hope, 2017; Hassett et al., 2019). The ioniz-

able lipid is critical to achieve the structure of the iLNP, which is

not liposomal but rather has an electron-dense core containing

complexes of the negatively charged mRNA associated with

ionizable lipid. The ionizable lipid is also essential to achieve a

nanoparticle that has a neutral surface charge at physiological

pH and after cellular uptake becomes positively charged in the

acidifying endosome, facilitating disruption of the endosomal

membrane and escape of the mRNA into the cytosol. Both

approved COVID-19 mRNA-iLNP vaccines use ionizable lipids

(SM-102 in the Moderna vaccine and ALC-0315 in the Pfizer/

BioNTech vaccine) that feature ester linkages in the lipid tails

and were selected based on mRNA delivery efficiency, biode-

gradability, and tolerability (Ansell and Du, 2017; Hassett et al.,

2019; Maier et al., 2013).

While nucleoside-modified mRNA was designed to be non-

inflammatory, nucleoside-modified mRNA-iLNP vaccines are

clearly not immunosilent, as evidenced by strong innate im-

mune activation (Alameh et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022a; Tahtinen

et al., 2022) and documentation of local and systemic adverse

events following COVID-19 mRNA vaccination in humans

(Rosenblum et al., 2022). Indeed, a considerable advantage

of the mRNA-iLNP platform is that no further addition of adju-

vant is required to elicit robust protective immune responses

against various pathogens. Another strength is the potent

immunogenicity of mRNA-iLNP vaccines in the elderly,

because it is well documented for other vaccines that this pop-

ulation may need formulations with stronger adjuvants and/or

higher vaccine doses to reach sufficient protection (Gartner

et al., 2022). As will be further discussed, the iLNP carrier is

thought to be the primary driver of the adjuvanticity and reac-

togenicity of mRNA-iLNP vaccines. A variety of signals are

induced specifically by the iLNP component, including chemo-

kines and pro-inflammatory cytokines (e.g., C-C motif chemo-

kine ligand 2 [CCL2], CCL3, CCL4, granulocyte-macrophage

colony-stimulating factor [GM-CSF], C-X-C motif chemokine

ligand 2 [CXCL2], CXCL10 , interleukin [IL]-1b, IL-6, tumor ne-

crosis factor [TNF], and interferon [IFN]-g) (Alameh et al.,

2021; Li et al., 2022a; Ndeupen et al., 2021; Tahtinen et al.,

2022). Thus, the iLNP technology not only enables the efficient

delivery of mRNA into innate immune cells following vaccine

administration, but also seems to play a second key role in
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providing a strong adjuvant activity to this vaccine platform.

This represents a paradigm shift in understanding how the cur-

rent generation of mRNA vaccines activates the innate immune

system and also highlights an opportunity to refine their design

for safer and more effective mRNA vaccines and therapeutics

in the future. It is important to note, however, that the precise

contributions of the nucleoside-modified mRNA vs. iLNP com-

ponents to the overall immune response to the current genera-

tion of COVID-19 mRNA vaccines have not yet been clearly as-

certained (Table 1).

PHARMACOKINETICS OF NUCLEOSIDE-MODIFIED
mRNA-iLNP VACCINES AND EARLY INNATE IMMUNE
CELL DYNAMICS

mRNA-iLNP vaccines disseminate in the body depending on

the iLNP formulation and on the route of administration (Bahl

et al., 2017; Carrasco et al., 2021; Hassett et al., 2019; Liang

et al., 2017a; Pardi et al., 2015). Intramuscular administration

of the COVID-19 mRNA vaccines and other similarly designed

vaccines results in vaccine uptake and production of the en-

coded antigen at the site of injection and draining lymph nodes

(LNs), but limited spread of mRNA and/or lipid can also be de-

tected in other tissues such as the liver, lungs, spleen, and non-

draining LNs (European Medicines Agency, 2020, 2021; Has-

sett et al., 2019; Li et al., 2022a) (Figure 1). Administration of

COVID-19 mRNA vaccines in the deltoid muscle in humans

therefore likely results in most antigen production at the injec-

tion site and draining axillary, apical, and supraclavicular LNs

(Roltgen et al., 2022). Similar biodistribution is seen for conven-

tional vaccine types, such as adjuvanted protein subunits

(Liang et al., 2017b; Ols et al., 2020; Segal et al., 2015). Intrigu-

ingly, a low amount of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein is found in

the plasma of mice and humans receiving the BNT162b2 vac-

cine (Li et al., 2022a; Roltgen et al., 2022). This indicates that

either the spike protein or its mRNA template (as mRNA-iLNP

or cell-associated mRNA) can spread systemically after intra-

muscular injection.

In preclinical studies, protein production after mRNA-iLNP in-

jection starts early, quickly peaks after 4–24 hours, and then

gradually wanes; this can last for several days or more than a

week, depending on the dose of mRNA, the encoded protein,

the type of iLNP, and the route of mRNA-iLNP administration

(Carrasco et al., 2021; Elia et al., 2021; Hassett et al., 2019;

Pardi et al., 2015). Both spike protein and spike-encoding

mRNA are detectable in germinal centers (GCs) in the draining

axillary LNs for up to 60 days after the second dose of

BNT162b2 or mRNA-1273 in vaccinated humans, although

the duration of antigen expression needs to be further

confirmed (Roltgen et al., 2022). While high and sustained anti-

gen availability is associated with more robust antibody re-

sponses (Tam et al., 2016), it remains to be demonstrated

whether sustained protein production from mRNA vaccination

contributes to enhanced immune responses compared with

other vaccine platforms.

Nucleoside-modified mRNA-iLNP vaccines induce robust T

follicular helper (Tfh) cell responses and the formation of GCs,

which are needed for persistent and high-affinity antibody pro-

duction (Figure 1) (Lindgren et al., 2017; Pardi et al., 2018). In



Table 1. Features of mRNA-iLNP vaccines that may impact innate immune activation

Component Sensing mechanisms Comments References

IVT mRNA 5’ cap structure Cap0 or ppp at the 5’ end

of the mRNA are recognized

by IFIT1 in ssRNA and by

RIG-I in dsRNA.

Cap1 is added enzymatically

or co-transcriptionally to

reduce immune sensing

and increase translation.

(Abbas et al., 2017;

Devarkar et al., 2016;

Schuberth-Wagner

et al., 2015)

Uridine Uridine-containing RNA is

recognized by TLR7/8.

Modified uridines (for example

J, m1J, m5U) or uridine

depletion reduce sensing

and improve translation.

(Andries et al., 2015;

Karikó et al., 2005, 2008;

Lutz et al., 2017; Tanji

et al., 2015; Zhang

et al., 2016)

dsRNA byproducts dsRNA is recognized by

various intracellular receptors,

e.g., TLR3, RIG-I, MDA5, PKR,

OAS.

dsRNA can be removed by

stringent purification or

RNase III digestion.

(Baiersdorfer et al., 2019;

Foster et al., 2019; Karikó

et al., 2011; Mu et al.,

2018; Nelson et al., 2020)

Component Proposed sensing mechanisms Comments References

iLNP Ionizable aminolipid Specific PRRs, inflammasome,

or other IL-1b activating

pathways or indirect

sensing mechanisms?

The ionizable lipid is critical

for the adjuvant activity of

iLNPs to induce strong

antibody responses, but

the mechanism is unknown.

(Alameh et al., 2021;

Hassett et al., 2019;

Li et al., 2022a; Tahtinen

et al., 2022)

Cholesterol Cholesterol accumulation

in myeloid cells can play a

role in the activation of various

inflammatory responses.

Not known whether

cholesterol in iLNPs can

cause or contribute to

innate immune effects.

(Anand, 2020)

PEG-conjugated lipid Anti-PEG antibodies could

contribute to allergic reactions.

Hypothesized to lead to

adverse reactions such

as anaphylaxis.

(Ju et al., 2022;

Szebeni et al., 2022)

iLNP, ionizable lipid nanoparticle; RIG-I, retinoic acid-inducible gene I; IFIT1, interferon-induced protein with tetratricopeptide repeats; dsRNA, double-

stranded RNA; ssRNA, single-stranded RNA; PRR, pathogen recognition receptor; TLR, Toll-like receptor; MDA5, melanoma differentiation-associ-

ated protein 5; PKR, protein kinase R; OAS, 2’-5’-oligoadenylate synthetase; J, pseudouridine; m1J, N1-methylpseudouridine; m5U,

5-methyluridine; IL, interleukin; PEG, polyethylene glycol. The helper lipid component of the iLNP is not listed in the table due to the lack of sufficient

information about its role in innate immune activation.
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the draining LNs of BNT162b2-vaccinated humans, GC B cell

and Tfh cell responses persist for as long as 6 months post-sec-

ond dose with 30 mg mRNA (Mudd et al., 2022; Roltgen et al.,

2022; Turner et al., 2021) and culminate in the generation of affin-

ity-matured memory B cells and long-lived bone marrow-resi-

dent plasma cells (Kim et al., 2022). In humans, COVID-19

mRNA vaccines induce antigen-specific circulating Tfh cells,

as well as CD4+ T cells with T helper 1 (Th1) polarization and

IFN-g-producing CD8+ T cells, which remain detectable for up

to 6 months post-boost vaccination (Goel et al., 2021; Guerrera

et al., 2021; Oberhardt et al., 2021; Painter et al., 2021; Zhang

et al., 2022).

The surface modifications of iLNPs used for mRNA vaccine

delivery may affect the biodistribution, lymphatic transport, and

cellular uptake by innate immune cells. The surface decoration

of nanoparticles with PEG is widely used as a strategy to prevent

aggregation of nanomaterials and support distribution into the

lymphatic system, while slowing opsonization processes and

reducing clearance by phagocytic cells (Suk et al., 2016). How-

ever, iLNPs in the COVID-19 mRNA vaccines are engineered

with PEG-containing lipids with a short hydrophobic anchor.

Therefore, these PEG lipids are expected to rapidly desorb

from the iLNPs, subsequently allowing endogenous proteins

and lipids present in the extracellular space to efficiently bind

and form a ‘‘biomolecular corona’’ around the iLNP (Dilliard
et al., 2021; Mok et al., 1999). Complement fragments, immuno-

globulins, and lipoproteins are among the most abundant pro-

teins binding to mRNA-iLNPs upon exposure with blood-derived

fluids (Francia et al., 2020). Although there is a dearth of informa-

tion on the role of protein/iLNP interactions in lymphatic and

cellular transport, it is possible that opsonization of mRNA-iLNPs

drives receptor-mediated recognition and uptake by innate

immune cells. For example, after intravenous delivery of

mRNA-iLNPs, apolipoprotein E (ApoE) enables receptor-medi-

ated binding and uptake of the particles by the low-density lipo-

protein receptor (LDL-R) into hepatocytes (Akinc et al., 2010;

Dilliard et al., 2021). Consistent with this, incubation of iLNPs

with ApoE promotes mRNA delivery into dendritic cells (DCs) in

cell culture experiments (Pardi et al., 2015). Particle size also dic-

tates the cellular uptake and transport of nanoparticles into LNs

(Maisel et al., 2017; Manolova et al., 2008; Oussoren and Storm,

2001; Reddy et al., 2006). Generally, PEGylated nanoparticles up

to 100–200 nm can passively diffuse into the lymph to reach LNs

minutes after injection, while larger particles may instead be

internalized by DCs or other endocytic immune cells that migrate

to LNs over the course of hours (Manolova et al., 2008; Reddy

et al., 2006).

There is some insight on the role of innate immune cells in

mRNA-iLNP uptake, translation, and some aspect of immunoge-

nicity. In a rhesus macaque model, local inflammation occurs at
Immunity 55, November 8, 2022 1995



Figure 1. Biodistribution and innate
immune cell dynamics upon administration
of mRNA-iLNP vaccines
(A) Intramuscular administration of nucleoside-
modified mRNA-iLNP vaccines results in local
inflammation, which recruits neutrophils, mono-
cytes, and various dendritic cell (DC) subsets from
the blood to the injection site by production of
chemokines and other inflammatory mediators
contributing to the extravasation of immune cells.
(B) mRNA-iLNPs and/or antigen-expressing cells
are transported to the draining lymph node. The
size and surface properties of the particles can
impact biodistribution, protein absorption (opso-
nization), and cellular uptake.
(C) DCs and monocytes/macrophages contribute
to antigen presentation and priming of T cells.
(D) T follicular helper (Tfh) cells provide help to B
cells in germinal center (GC) reactions in the

presence of follicular DCs, leading to affinity maturation. In mice, an important role for iLNP-induced IL-6 was found in the induction of Tfh and GC B cell
responses, while type I IFNs promoted CTL responses. Abbreviations: m1J: N1-methylpseudouridine, iLNP: ionizable lipid nanoparticle, IL: interleukin, IFN:
interferon, ISG: interferon-stimulated gene, CXCL10: C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 10, CD86: cluster of differentiation 86, FDC: follicular dendritic cell, CTL:
cytotoxic T lymphocyte, Th1: T helper 1.
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the site of injection of either nucleoside-modified or unmodified

mRNA-iLNP vaccines, with infiltration of several immune cell

types such as neutrophils, DCs, and monocytes (Lenart et al.,

2022; Liang et al., 2017a). Similarly, mRNA-iLNP administered

intradermally in macaques or mice results in local inflammation

(Liang et al., 2017a; Ndeupen et al., 2021). Neutrophils make

up a large part of the immune cells infiltrating the sites of

injection. Interestingly, neutrophils can efficiently internalize fluo-

rescently labeled iLNPs but show poor production of the en-

coded reporter protein (Liang et al., 2017a). It is therefore

possible that neutrophils could compete with other immune cells

for the uptake of mRNA-iLNP vaccines. In contrast, monocytes

and DC subsets efficiently take up and translate mRNA-iLNPs

(Lenart et al., 2022; Liang et al., 2017a). In line with this, single-

cell RNA-sequencing analysis of draining LNs from mice vacci-

nated with BNT162b2 shows that spike mRNA is found primarily

in myeloid DC,monocyte, andmacrophage cell clusters (Li et al.,

2022a). In these studies, the frequencies of monocytes and/or

macrophages and myeloid DC subsets are increased in draining

LNs and exhibit increased expression of co-stimulatory markers

such as CD80 and CD86 compared with cells in the contralateral

non-draining LNs. Neutrophils are dispensable for Tfh and GC B

cell responses in mice intradermally vaccinated with an mRNA-

iLNP vaccine encoding influenza virus hemagglutinin (HA), with

no significant difference in anti-HA serum immunoglobulin [Ig]

G or protection from morbidity following influenza virus chal-

lenge (Ndeupen et al., 2022). In contrast, conventional type 1

DCs and Langerhans cells contribute (redundantly) to optimal

Tfh and GC B cell responses, although mice lacking both of

these cell types exhibit only moderately reduced antibody

responses.

Taken together, activatedmonocytes, macrophages, andDCs

are among the most critical cell types responsible for successful

mRNA-iLNP uptake, synthesis of the encoded protein, and

antigen presentation in lymphoid tissue to drive the adaptive

immune response. Nonetheless, there are still many unknown

aspects of mRNA-iLNP uptake by these immune cells and how

physicochemical parameters such as size, surface composition,

and morphology of iLNPs can affect the pharmacokinetics of

these vaccines.
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IMMUNE RECOGNITION OF UNMODIFIED AND
NUCLEOSIDE-MODIFIED mRNA

The three major categories of innate immune sensing of syn-

thetic mRNA are (1) uridine-dependent recognition of various

RNA species (Tanji et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016), (2) recogni-

tion of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) (Alexopoulou et al.,

2001; Balachandran et al., 2000; Mitoma et al., 2013; Yoneyama

et al., 2004, 2005), and (3) recognition of the 5’ end ofmRNA if not

properly capped (Abbas et al., 2017; Devarkar et al., 2016; Schu-

berth-Wagner et al., 2015). Currently, there is a notable dearth of

studies that directly compares the immunogenicity and efficacy

of various mRNA vaccine platforms (e.g., nucleoside-modified

vs. unmodified mRNA). However, it is clear that nucleoside-

modified mRNA vaccines have experienced more clinical suc-

cess and widespread deployment at present (Hogan and Pardi,

2022).

The substitution of certain modified nucleosides, such as

pseudouridine or its m1J derivative, in place of uridine in

synthetic mRNA has at least two important advantages: it in-

creases protein production from the mRNA and decreases im-

mune sensing by a host of intracellular RNA sensors (Karikó

et al., 2005, 2008). The best-described sensors of unmodified

single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) and its degradative products are

Toll-like receptor (TLR) 7, which binds simultaneously to guano-

sine and the tri-ribonucleotide UUU (Zhang et al., 2016), and

TLR8 (active in humans but not mice), which binds uridine and

the di-nucleotide UG (Tanji et al., 2015). Modified nucleosides

can also dampen activation of various dsRNA sensors, including

TLR3, retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I), melanoma differen-

tiation-associated protein 5 (MDA5), protein kinase R (PKR), and

2’-5’-oligoadenylate synthetase (OAS) (Anderson et al., 2010,

2011; Karikó et al., 2005; Mu et al., 2018). Recognition of uri-

dine-containing RNA is associated with increased expression

of pro-inflammatory cytokines, particularly type I IFN (Karikó

et al., 2005, 2011), which promotes the expression of RNA sen-

sors even further and can lead to inhibition of antigen expression

from the mRNA via the activities of PKR and OAS.

Nucleosidemodification is required for high vaccine efficacy in

at least some circumstances; for example, an mRNA-iLNP
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vaccine encoding influenza virus HA elicits strong Tfh cell, GC B

cell, and antibody responses in mice only when the mRNA is

m1J modified and not when unmodified (Pardi et al., 2018). It

is still not clear exactly whether and how nucleosidemodification

per se promotes GC reactions compared with unmodified

mRNA, but here we present several theories that are notmutually

exclusive: (1) protein from modified mRNA is generally ex-

pressed both at a higher level and for a longer duration than

from unmodified mRNA. For example, firefly luciferase expres-

sion from unmodified mRNA-iLNP can be detected for 8 days

after intradermal injection in mice, while luciferase from

m1J-modified mRNA-iLNP is detectable for 13 days and at

�10-fold higher total levels (Pardi et al., 2018). The latter pro-

vides more favorable kinetics to drive GC reactions, which are

promoted by prolonged antigen availability (Tam et al., 2016).

(2) It is possible that the crucial difference between modified

and unmodified mRNA is not (only) the overall protein expres-

sion, but also differential expression in key antigen-presenting

cell types, such as monocytes, macrophages, and DCs (Lenart

et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022a; Liang et al., 2017a). These cell types

may be especially sensitive to the translation-inhibiting effects of

unmodified mRNA due to higher expression of RNA sensors

(e.g., TLR7/8), potentially hindering a key pathway of T cell prim-

ing: direct presentation of translated antigens to CD4+ and CD8+

T cells (Miller et al., 2015; Ochsenbein et al., 2001). (3) The cyto-

kine milieu generated by modified mRNA-iLNP (discussed in

more detail below) may be more favorable for GC reactions

than that induced by unmodified mRNA-iLNP.

Despite the advantages of modified nucleosides, unmodified

mRNA can also achieve robust protein expression (Thess

et al., 2015) and neutralizing antibody responses (Lutz et al.,

2017). CureVac developed a sequence-engineering strategy to

mitigate detection by pattern recognition receptors by altering

the codon usage with synonymous changes that minimize uri-

dine and increase theGC content, thus promoting strong antigen

expression and immunogenicity. This approach can certainly

decrease uridine-induced inflammation after mRNA delivery

but is unlikely to yield an immunosilent mRNA as all uridines

cannot be removed from the mRNA sequence. Perhaps this (at

least partially) explains the differences in reactogenicity and

immunogenicity of CureVac’s COVID-19 mRNA vaccine vs.

those of Moderna and Pfizer/BioNTech (Baden et al., 2021;

Kremsner et al., 2022; Polack et al., 2020).

Another mRNA vaccine component that can significantly

contribute to deleterious innate immune recognition is dsRNA.

In vitro transcription (IVT) by T7 RNA polymerase tends to yield

not only the desired mRNA, but also a variety of unwanted

RNA species, including various short abortive transcripts as

well as antisense RNAs transcribed from the promoter-less

end of the DNA template (Karikó et al., 2011; Mu et al., 2018).

This can lead to the formation of dsRNA, which induces a potent

inflammatory response and translational blockade via the recog-

nition of various intracellular receptors (OAS, PKR, RIG-I, MDA5,

TLR3, DHX33, etc.) (Anderson et al., 2010, 2011; Durbin et al.,

2016; Karikó et al., 2011; Mitoma et al., 2013). Double-stranded

secondary and tertiary structures could also form based on the

sequence of the mRNA. The most important dsRNA sensors

with regard to translational blockade are the IFN-inducible

cytosolic sensors OAS and PKR. When OAS binds dsRNA, it ac-
tivates RNase L, which in turn cleaves all ssRNA within the cell,

thus destroying any therapeutic mRNA. Moreover, when PKR

is activated by dsRNA or other RNA ligands (Anderson et al.,

2010), it phosphorylates and inactivates the translation initiation

factor eIF2a, thus shutting down protein synthesis. These dele-

terious innate immune responses can be reduced by at least

two methods. First, as mentioned above, the inclusion of

modified nucleosides can reduce the activation of PKR and

OAS (Anderson et al., 2010, 2011). Second, dsRNA can be

removed from IVT mRNA by certain purification methods. While

dsRNA is not removed by common alcohol precipitation

methods, it can be significantly reduced by high performance

liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Karikó et al., 2011) or simpler

methods such as adsorption on cellulose (Baiersdorfer et al.,

2019) or RNase III digestion (Foster et al., 2019). It appears crit-

ical to reduce dsRNA from unmodified IVT mRNA to achieve a

high level of protein production in vitro in DCs or in vivo in

mice, but it may be less critical for m1J-modified IVT mRNA

(Baiersdorfer et al., 2019; Karikó et al., 2011; Nelson et al.,

2020). Incorporation of m1J and elimination of dsRNA can

both dampen type I IFN responses upon intravenous administra-

tion of mRNA-iLNP products into mice (Nelson et al., 2020).

Interestingly, the incorporation of certain modified nucleosides

such as J, m1J, and 5-methylcytidine can also reduce the for-

mation of dsRNA byproducts in T7-transcribed mRNA prepara-

tions (Mu et al., 2018). Lowering the Mg2+ concentration (from

30 mM to 5 mM) in the IVT reaction mixture and performing the

IVT at higher temperature (�50–55�C vs. 37�C) with a thermo-

stable T7 RNA polymerase also reduces the dsRNA contami-

nants in the IVT reaction (Mu et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2020),

and it is theoretically possible that the T7 enzyme could be

mutated or replaced with an RNA polymerase that produces

less dsRNA, or none at all, thus facilitating the economical

manufacture of high-quality, good manufacturing practice

(GMP)-grade mRNA.

Finally, the 5’-capping strategy also has an impact on the per-

formance (translatability and immune activation) of IVT mRNA. A

5’ cap that can be conveniently added by vaccinia virus capping

enzyme is the cap0 structure (m7GpppN), but this is recognized

by RIG-I (Devarkar et al., 2016; Schuberth-Wagner et al., 2015)

and by the human IFN-induced protein with tetratricopeptide re-

peats 1 (IFIT1) protein, which inhibits translation by competing

with the cap-binding initiation factor complex eIF4F (Abbas

et al., 2017). Therefore, it is common for mRNA therapeutics to

use the cap1 structure (m7GpppNm), which features methylation

on the first cap-proximal nucleotide and is a signature of ‘‘self’’ in

higher eukaryotes. Cap1 can be obtained either by 2’-O-methyl-

transferase treatment of cap0-mRNA (Pardi et al., 2013) or by co-

transcriptional capping with the CleanCap method (Henderson

et al., 2021).

To summarize, the use of modified uridines is considered a

key aspect of the effectiveness of COVID-19 mRNA vaccines,

although both the translatability and inflammatory capacity of

the mRNA component can be influenced by multiple other

factors. Unfortunately, little public information is available

regarding the exact methods of RNA preparation (transcription,

capping, and purification) used by Moderna, Pfizer/BioNTech,

and other mRNA companies, complicating basic research in

this area.
Immunity 55, November 8, 2022 1997
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IONIZABLE LIPID NANOPARTICLES PROVIDE POTENT
ADJUVANT ACTIVITY

iLNPs function as more than delivery agents. In fact, both empty

iLNPs and mRNA-iLNP complexes serve as extremely effective

adjuvants. Empty iLNPs were successfully used to adjuvant

vaccines containing hepatitis B virus or dengue virus protein an-

tigens (Swaminathan et al., 2016a, 2016b), and modified mRNA-

iLNPs encoding luciferase were used to strongly adjuvant an

influenza HA protein vaccine (Pardi et al., 2018). More recently,

empty iLNPs mixed with influenza HA or SARS-CoV-2 spike re-

ceptor binding domain (RBD) proteins were shown to induce

much stronger immune responses in mice than AddaVax-adju-

vanted protein vaccines (Alameh et al., 2021). Of note, iLNP-ad-

juvanted protein and mRNA-iLNP vaccines induce similar

cellular and humoral immune responses, including strong Tfh

and GC B cell responses. The ionizable lipid component is crit-

ical for this adjuvant effect, as empty LNPs without the ionizable

lipid do not induce strong antibody responses (Alameh et al.,

2021). A mechanistic understanding is just beginning to emerge

for the potent adjuvant activity of iLNPs and the inflammatory

milieu that they stimulate. In the draining LNs of immunized

mice, both empty iLNPs and nucleoside-modified mRNA-iLNPs

elicit the production of several chemokines (including CXCL1,

CXCL2, CXCL5, CXCL10, CCL3, CCL4) and cytokines IL-1b,

IL-6, leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), and GM-CSF at levels

much greater than HA protein plus AddaVax (Alameh et al.,

2021). Empty iLNPs or iLNPs containing a non-coding RNA stim-

ulate robust production of the same set of immune mediators in

the skin of intradermally vaccinated mice, as well as a vigorous

immune cell infiltrate in injected tissues (Ndeupen et al., 2021).

The rapid and robust production of IL-6, a key regulator of Tfh

cell biology in mice (Choi et al., 2013), may explain the efficient

induction of Tfh cells and GC B cells by empty iLNP-adjuvanted

protein andmodified mRNA-iLNP vaccines. Mechanistic studies

in IL-6-deficient (II6�/�) mice and experiments utilizing anti-IL-6

blocking antibodies demonstrate a requirement for iLNP-

induced IL-6 in eliciting optimal Tfh cell and GC B cell responses

in mice (Alameh et al., 2021).

A similar inflammatory signature including CCL4/, CXCL10,

IL-6, IFN-a, and IFN-g is seen in the serum of mice after vaccina-

tion with BNT162b2 (Li et al., 2022a). In mice, vaccine-stimulated

type I IFN and IFN-stimulated gene (ISG) signatures in various

cell types (macrophages, monocytes, DCs, natural killer [NK]

cells analyzed by single-cell transcriptional profiling in draining

LNs) peak at day 1 and return to baseline by day 7, whereas

NK cells and T cells exhibit a continuous increase in expression

of cell cycle- and transcription-associated genes (Li et al.,

2022a). Of note, serum IFN-g is higher (8.6-fold) 6 hours after

administration of a second vaccine dose, coming largely from

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, compared with 6 hours after the first

dose when most of the IFN-g is derived from NK cells. In this

setting, IFN-g signaling activates antigen-presenting cells but

surprisingly is not required for CD4+ and CD8+ T cell or antibody

responses. Type I IFN signaling is required for strong CD8+ T cell

responses but is mostly dispensable for strong binding antibody

responses, although Tfh and GC B cell responses and neutral-

izing antibody levels were not measured (Li et al., 2022a). It is un-

clear which component of the mRNA-iLNP vaccine is respon-
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sible for inducing type I IFNs, but plasmacytoid DCs produce

IFN-a only when exposed to mRNA-iLNPs and not empty iLNPs,

suggesting that themRNA component may be important for type

I IFN induction (Liang et al., 2017a).

More limited data is available on innate immune activation in

humans following mRNA-iLNP vaccination, but the studies to

date have in large part agreed with the animal studies above.

CXCL10 and IFN-g are significantly elevated in the blood of hu-

man volunteers 1 day after receiving the BNT162b2 vaccine,

particularly after the second immunization (Arunachalam et al.,

2021). It is interesting that this study did not detect significant in-

duction of IFN-a (measured R1 day post-injection) in humans,

which might be explained by the fact that circulating IFN-a is

highly transient (<1 day) in mice injected with the same vaccine

and potentially also by differences in IFN-a responses between

species (Li et al., 2022a). Consistent with findings in mice (Li

et al., 2022a), the concentration of IFN-g is higher after adminis-

tration of the second vaccine dose, and this coincides with

enhanced activation of myeloid cells (Arunachalam et al.,

2021). The higher level of overall immune activation after the

boost is in agreement with the observation that adverse effects

are more frequent after administration of the second dose of

both approved COVID-19 mRNA vaccines, particularly for sys-

temic reactions (Chapin-Bardales et al., 2021; Rosenblum

et al., 2022). Arunachalam et al. and Li et al. postulate that the

enhanced activation of myeloid cells and T cells after administra-

tion of the second vaccine dose may reflect a crosstalk between

lymphocytes and myeloid cells that involves epigenetic changes

in the myeloid cells that increase their responsiveness to subse-

quent vaccine encounters (Arunachalam et al., 2021; Li et al.,

2022a). This also raises the question of whether mRNA-iLNP

vaccines are capable of inducing long-lasting boosting effects

in myeloid cells (trained immunity) that may influence the protec-

tion against COVID-19 or other infectious diseases (Kobiyama

and Ishii, 2022; Li et al., 2022b; Mantovani and Netea, 2020).

Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) treated

in vitro with m1J-modified mRNA-iLNPs formulated with SM-

102 lipid release IL-1b, IL-6, TNF, CCL5, granulocyte colony-stim-

ulating factor (G-CSF), vascular endothelial growth factor-A

(VEGF-A), and other molecules (Tahtinen et al., 2022). IL-1b is of

particular interest given that it is viewed as a central mediator of

innate immunity (Chan and Schroder, 2020), including reactoge-

nicity and fever, and stimulates the production of many of the

other inflammatory cytokines stimulated by mRNA-iLNP, such

as IL-6, IFN-g, TNF, and various chemokines (Mantovani et al.,

2019). Interestingly, human PBMCs secrete lower baseline levels

of IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1ra), a negative regulator of IL-1a/b

signaling, compared with mice and non-human primates. This

may explain why human cells make such potent IL-1b responses

in reaction to modified mRNA-iLNP vaccines and suggests that

there may be important species-dependent differences in IL-1b

responses that must be considered when testing vaccines in an-

imal models, but clearly more research is needed on this topic.

INNATE IMMUNE DETECTION OF IONIZABLE LIPID
NANOPARTICLES

How are iLNPs sensed by the innate immune system? The com-

ponent(s) of the vaccine that cause an innate immune response
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could include (1) the entire nanoparticle or other multimolecular

structures, (2) individual lipids (e.g., ionizable lipid) (Alameh

et al., 2021; Ndeupen et al., 2021), cholesterol (Anand, 2020),

or (3) modified and/or metabolized lipid products (e.g., oxidative

impurities of ionizable lipid [Packer et al., 2021] or oxidized phos-

pholipids [Weismann and Binder, 2012]). It is also possible that

endogenous molecules (e.g., ApoE or complement proteins)

that bind to the iLNPs after mRNA vaccine delivery not only

play a role in receptor-mediated uptake by innate immune cells,

but also contribute to sensingmechanisms. Another possibility is

that there is a cellular receptor, such as a TLR, that specifically

recognizes iLNPs, because certain cationic liposomes and

LNPs are sensed by TLR4 (Tanaka et al., 2008), TLR2 (Lonez

et al., 2014), nucleotide binding domain and leucine-rich repeat

pyrin domain-containing protein 3 (NLRP3) (Lonez et al., 2014),

and the stimulator of interferon genes (STING) (Miao et al., 2019).

There is emerging insight on the signaling pathways that

convey immune sensing of nucleoside-modified mRNA-iLNP

vaccines. The adjuvant activity of iLNPs in protein subunit vacci-

nation does not depend on MyD88 or MAVS, as shown using

Myd88�/� and Mavs�/� mouse strains. However, Myd88�/�

mice exhibit a partially blunted Tfh and GC B cell immune

response to a purified, modified mRNA-iLNP vaccine (Alameh

et al., 2021). Thus, it is possible that the mRNA (modified with

m1J and depleted of dsRNA) or its degradative products are still

somehow recognized by sensors that signal via MyD88, such as

TLR7. The immunogenicity of the BNT162b2 vaccine (antibody

and CD8+ T cell response) is not reduced in the absence of

TLR2, TLR4, TLR5, TLR7, apoptosis-associated speck-like pro-

tein containing a caspase recruitment domain [CARD] (ASC),

NLRP3, cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS), or STING, suggest-

ing that these important sensors of nucleic acids and microbial

lipids, including inflammasome mediators, are not required for

a strong immune response to this vaccine (Li et al., 2022a).

TLR3 deficiency led to moderate (2.4-fold) decreases in neutral-

izing antibody titers, but not spike-binding IgG, indicating that

this sensor may play a small role in adjuvanticity. It is important

to note that some of these sensors could play redundant func-

tions, in which case individual gene deletions may not reveal

an effect. These data also suggest that these iLNPs and the

TLR2/4-sensed cationic liposomes referenced above are sensed

by different mechanisms. Of note, Mda5�/� mice and Ifnar1�/�

mice exhibit a massive decrease in the frequency of antigen-

specific CD8+ T cells, but only a mild effect on antibody re-

sponses, upon BNT162b2 vaccination. This suggests that the

MDA5-IFN-a signaling pathway may be relevant to certain as-

pects of the immune response to nucleoside-modified mRNA-

iLNP vaccines, such as the strong CD8+ T cell response noted

for the BNT162b2 vaccine, but it may not be a key contributor

to antibody-mediated protection. MDA5 is typically associated

with sensing long dsRNA molecules or ssRNA with secondary

structures (Pichlmair et al., 2009). This raises the possibility

that secondary and tertiary mRNA structures or certain aspect(s)

of mRNA production (for example, incomplete dsRNA removal)

may play a role in the innate immune sensing of this mRNA

vaccine.

Besides a sensor that can directly sense iLNPs (or their degra-

dative products), there are a variety of ways that iLNPs could be

indirectly sensed or otherwise contribute to innate immune
activation. For example, a polycytidine (non-coding) RNA-iLNP

triggers expression of a necroptosis-associated gene set, sug-

gesting it could cause the release of inflammatory damage-asso-

ciated molecular patterns (DAMPs) from dying cells (Ndeupen

et al., 2021). Another intriguing idea is a mechanism that can

sense membrane disturbances (curved membranes, cationic

membrane patches, etc.) caused by fusion of iLNPs with the en-

dosomal or plasma membrane. Such a pathway was proposed

by Holm et al. after observing that various types of virus-like par-

ticles and cationic liposomes were able to induce DCs to pro-

duce IFN-b, CXCL10, and other immune mediators in a STING-

dependent and membrane fusion-dependent manner (Holm

et al., 2012). Additional contributions to adjuvanticity may

come from complement activation (Szebeni et al., 2022), anti-

gen-depot effects, or the possibility that iLNPs could transport

mRNA to specific cell types or subcellular compartments that

favor immune sensing and antigen presentation.

Asmentioned earlier, an innate immune signaling pathway that

is strongly implicated in the iLNP adjuvant effect is that of IL-1b, a

cytokine consistently detected in humans, animals, and PBMCs

exposed tomRNA-iLNPs or empty iLNPs. Conventionally, active

IL-1b is secreted after the sensing cell integrates two signals:

signal 1, typically provided via TLRs, leads to the transcription

of pro-IL-1b, while signal 2, typically provided via the cyto-

plasmic sensing of pathogen-associated molecular patterns

(PAMPs) and DAMPs, leads to the activation of caspase-1,

which then cleaves pro-IL-1b into active IL-1b. Signal 2 is

commonly achieved by activation of the inflammasome, an olig-

omeric structure that self-assembles in the cytoplasm in

response to ligand recognition, culminating in the proteolytic

activation of caspase-1. Inflammasomes can include a variety

of pattern recognition receptors and adapter proteins and thus

can respond to a wide variety of danger signals. To activate IL-

1b, iLNPs would need to be sensed in at least two separate

ways (directly and/or indirectly) to provide signal 1 and signal

2. But some of the best-described inflammasome components

do not appear to be required for mRNA-iLNP adjuvanticity,

namely NLRP3 and the widely used adapter molecule ASC (Li

et al., 2022a). Therefore, IL-1b may be stimulated by iLNPs by

an ASC-independent inflammasome (Ball et al., 2020; Hanamsa-

gar et al., 2011) and/or a pathway that bypasses inflammasomes

altogether, several of which have been described (Bossaller

et al., 2012; Philip et al., 2014; Shenderov et al., 2014; Weng

et al., 2014). Murine macrophages deficient in both caspase-1

and caspase-11 were no longer capable of producing IL-1b

when exposed to empty iLNPs, presenting the best evidence

to date that at least one of these pathways is important (Ndeupen

et al., 2022). There is also precedent for IL-1b-activating path-

ways that are completely independent of caspase-1 and other

inflammasome components. For example, cytosolic pro-IL-1b

can be directly cleaved into active IL-1b by the neutrophil serine

protease, proteinase 3 (Joosten et al., 2009). A similar scenario

might be achieved under conditions of lysosomal rupture, which

can lead to the release of cathepsin proteases into the cytosol,

where they exert pro-inflammatory signaling effects (Hornung

et al., 2008). Indeed, as iLNPs are designed to become positively

charged and fusogenic in the acidifying endosome, it is quite

plausible that they could perforate the endolysosomal mem-

brane. Thus, the ability of iLNPs to deliver mRNA across the
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Figure 2. Working model of the innate
immune mechanisms that contribute to the
immunogenicity and reactogenicity of
mRNA-iLNP vaccines
(A) Uptake of empty iLNPs by innate immune cells
and other cell types is sufficient to induce local and
systemic inflammation, characterized by the
release of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as
IL-1b and IL-6.
(B) The incorporation of modified uridines and
stringent IVT mRNA purification drastically
lowers the recognition of IVT mRNA by TLR3/7/8
and other RNA sensors. These modifications are
important to minimize the negative effects of
type I IFN-stimulated RNA sensors on protein
expression from the antigen-encoding mRNA
and to avoid dose-limiting toxicities. The role of
the MDA5-IFN-a signaling pathway in inducing
CTLs to BNT162b2 in mice suggests residual
type I IFN activity of the current generation of
mRNA vaccines.
(C) After administration of a second vaccine
dose, there is a strong boost in the T cell
responses, which is associated with higher IFN-g
production. The enhanced activation of myeloid
cells and T cells following boosting may reflect a
crosstalk between lymphocytes and myeloid
cells. Abbreviations: IVT, in vitro transcribed;
iLNP, ionizable lipid nanoparticle; m1J, N1-
methylpseudouridine; NF-kB, nuclear factor-kB;
IL-1R, interleukin-1 receptor; IL-1ra, interleukin-1
receptor antagonist; MYD88, myeloid

differentiation primary response protein 88; dsRNA, double-stranded RNA; MDA5, melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5; RIG-I, retinoic acid-inducible
gene I; PRR, pattern recognition receptor; IRF, interferon regulatory factor; IFN-I, type I interferon; IFNAR, interferon-a/b receptor; TYK1, leukocyte receptor
tyrosine kinase; JAK, janus kinase; STAT, signal transducer and activator of transcription; ISRE, interferon-sensitive response element; PKR, protein kinase R;
OAS, 2’-5’-oligoadenylate synthetase; IFNGR, interferon gamma receptor; GAS, gamma interferon activation site; ISG, interferon-stimulated gene; NK, natural
killer; CTL, cytotoxic T lymphocyte; Tfh, T follicular helper; GC, germinal center; TLR, toll-like receptor; CXCL10, C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 10; TNF, tumor
necrosis factor.
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endolysosomal membrane may be intrinsically linked to their

ability to transmit cathepsins or other endolysosomal molecules

into the cytosol. This could potentially serve as a DAMP and a

proxy for endolysosomal fusion, a common feature of viral infec-

tions; however, this model is currently completely speculative.

Identifying the innate immune-sensing mechanisms of syn-

thetic mRNA and its lipid carrier remains a major task in the

mRNA vaccine field (Figure 2). A detailed understanding of the

molecular mechanisms by which iLNPs or their components

are sensed will enable improved vaccine design in the future.

THE PATH TO NEXT-GENERATION mRNA-iLNP
VACCINES

Most of the innate immune activation seems to rely on the iLNP

component of nucleoside-modified mRNA-iLNP vaccines, as

empty iLNPs can elicit a variety of cytokines including IL-1b,

IL-6, GM-CSF, and many chemokines (Alameh et al., 2021;

Ndeupen et al., 2021; Tahtinen et al., 2022). With respect to

the mRNA component, the m1J nucleoside modification

appears to improve the tolerability of mRNA-iLNP vaccines in

humans by lowering innate immune recognition, with likely ben-

efits to translation efficiency and adaptive immunity. Intriguingly,

observations from several studies indicate that nucleoside-

modified mRNA-iLNP vaccines (including the licensed SARS-

CoV-2 mRNA vaccines) are still capable of inducing a transient

type I IFN response, suggesting the possibility of complemen-

tary, or maybe synergistic, innate immune activation by the
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mRNA component (Alameh et al., 2021; Arunachalam et al.,

2021; Li et al., 2022a; Liang et al., 2017a). Of particular interest

is the finding that the MDA5-IFN-a signaling pathway is impor-

tant for the CD8+ T cell response to BNT162b2 in mice (Li

et al., 2022a). While it still needs to be determined what activates

the MDA5 pathway, it is tempting to speculate that IVT or other

manufacturing process-related impurities may play a role in

this (European Medicines Agency, 2020; Mu et al., 2018), thus

contributing to the capacity of COVID-19 mRNA vaccines to

elicit CD8+ T cell responses. This observation may have implica-

tions for mRNA vaccine development for other infectious

diseases and cancer, where CD8+ T cells are critical for effective

immunity.

At present, it is unclear which innate immune pathways

contribute to mRNA-iLNP-induced protective immunity vs.

which contribute to their reactogenicity while being dispensable

for efficacy, or whether these two aspects of the immune

response can be disentangled at all. Most adverse events re-

ported following BNT162b2 and mRNA-1273 vaccination were

mild to moderate in severity and duration, commonly including

injection-site pain, fatigue, headache, and chills (Baden et al.,

2021; Polack et al., 2020; Rosenblum et al., 2022). So far, clinical

studies suggest that there is only a weak association between

the severity of these adverse events and the magnitude of anti-

body responses, while there is little or no correlation between

the T cell response and reactogenicity (Bauernfeind et al.,

2021; Held et al., 2021). These data need to be confirmed by

larger and more rigorous studies. Still, these results raise the
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hope that the common adverse reactions to nucleoside-modi-

fied mRNA-iLNP vaccination are mechanistically dissociable

from strong protective immunity. A deeper understanding of

the source of reactogenicity may allow for the design of next

generation mRNA-iLNP vaccines that stimulate stronger and

more durable adaptive immune responses while also mitigating

themoderate and severe adverse reactions experienced by vac-

cine recipients, including rare manifestations of anaphylaxis and

acute myocarditis/pericarditis (Rosenblum et al., 2022; Szebeni

et al., 2022).

Regarding the efficacy of mRNA-iLNP vaccines, one key

consideration is the design of the antigen-encoding mRNA. It is

likely that the protein-coding and non-coding sequence of the

mRNA, as well as secondary structure formation, can be further

optimized to maximize antigen expression and adaptive immune

responses without increasing the vaccine dose. For instance,

CureVac and GSK have started clinical development of a sec-

ond-generation unmodified mRNA vaccine (CV2CoV) that differs

in the 5’- and 3’-untranslated regions and poly(A) tail from the

older CVnCoV to improve the spike protein expression (Gebre

et al., 2022). In comparative studies, CV2CoV elicits 10- to

100-fold higher neutralizing antibodies and greater protection

from SARS-CoV-2 replication than CvnCoV in non-human pri-

mates. CV2CoV also induced higher levels of IFNa2a, CXCL10,

and CCL3 than CvnCoV, so it will be important to evaluate the

tolerability and efficacy of this vaccine in humans, ideally

compared head-to-headwith the approved nucleoside-modified

mRNA vaccines for COVID-19. In the future, additional types of

RNAconstructs suchas self-amplifying (sa)RNAmayalsobeclin-

ically useful (Fuller andBerglund, 2020), but disappointing clinical

results for two saRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines, i.e. ARCT-021

and LNP-nCoVsaRNA, seem to indicate that more efforts are

needed to optimize this platform (e.g., minimizing the innate

immune response) (Low et al., 2021; Pollock et al., 2022).

In parallel with the mRNA design, there are ample opportu-

nities for improving the iLNP formulation. Most studies so far

have focused on optimization of the ionizable lipid, as illustrated

by how the SM-102 lipid was selected by empirical screening for

improved antigen expression and tolerability in preclinical

models (Hassett et al., 2019). Importantly, antigen expression

alone may not accurately predict the immunogenicity of

mRNA-iLNP vaccines (Hassett et al., 2019). Understanding the

impact of the chemistry of the ionizable lipid on how the

mRNA-iLNP formulation interacts with innate immune cells and

initiates their activation could provide further insight into the

optimization of this platform. Modification of other helper lipid

components or the structure ofmRNA-iLNPs (e.g., lipidmolar ra-

tios and lipid-to-mRNA ratio) can also be considered. iLNPs

formulated with lipids conjugated with polysarcosine in place

of PEG elicit reduced pro-inflammatory cytokine activity in an

in vitrowhole human blood assay and induce lower levels of hep-

atotoxicity markers after multiple intravenous administrations in

mice (Nogueira et al., 2020). Both the choice of ionizable lipid and

the lipid-to-mRNA ratio in the iLNP can be optimized to avoid

systemic distribution of mRNA-iLNPs following intramuscular

administration, which may be useful as a strategy to minimize

systemic adverse events (Carrasco et al., 2021). Moreover,

changing the route of administration of BNT162b2 from intra-

muscular to subcutaneous in amousemodel reduces the pro-in-
flammatory response without compromising vaccine efficacy

(Syenina et al., 2022). In a phase I study for a nucleoside-modi-

fied mRNA-iLNP vaccine against influenza virus, the intradermal

route was associated with higher rates of certain adverse events

(Feldman et al., 2019).

Because there are many variables that can affect the reacto-

genicity and immunogenicity of mRNA vaccines, there are multi-

ple paths to explore toward the development of less reactogenic

and more effective vaccine candidates. This process will be

greatly aided by expanding our knowledge of the interactions

of mRNA-iLNP components with innate immune mechanisms.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The nucleoside-modifiedmRNA-iLNP platform represents a dra-

matic leap forward in vaccine development that has proven its

value in a short time during the COVID-19 pandemic. Recent

studies have helped to gain some insights into the mechanisms

of action of this novel vaccine modality, and it is nearly certain

that future research into the innate immune-sensing and

immune-signaling pathways activated by this vaccine will yield

improvements in this technology. We expect that in the coming

years, these improvements will lead to a second generation of

mRNA-iLNPs with enhanced efficacy, safety, and tolerability

compared with BNT162b2 and mRNA-1273. A wide variety of

future mRNA therapeutics may eventually become possible as

we learn how to tailor mRNA and carrier molecules to preferen-

tially activate the B cell response (most relevant to acute

infections) vs. the T cell response (e.g., for chronic infections

and cancer) (Sahin et al., 2020), to become completely immune

silent (e.g., for gene therapy), and even to induce immunological

tolerance to treat autoimmune diseases (Krienke et al., 2021).
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